# DRAFT TIMELINE FOR COLLABORATIVE EFFORT

*Dates not yet confirmed*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting date</th>
<th>Agenda items</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Follow up tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Nov. 8, 2007 | • Establish protocols  
• Review expectations for CE  
• Identify initial issues to be addressed by CE  
• Establish mission and timeline | • Draft protocols, mission statement and timeline | • Review mission and timeline with constituencies |
| CSS Corridor Team Meeting October 26 | | | |
| Nov. 19, 2007 | • Review CDOT activities 2004-to-date  
• Review NEPA framework and requirements for a programmatic EIS | | |
| CSS Public Workshops Nov 12-15 | | | |
| Dec. 19, 2007 | • Finalize protocols  
• Begin consultative principles discussion  
  —Identify broad principles  
  —Identify which constituencies need more detailed consultation protocols  
• Review alternatives and identify initial areas of agreement | • Final protocols  
• Draft consultative principles  
• Information on values from CSS public meetings | • Review broad principles with constituencies  
• Initiate discussions on more detailed consultation protocols and coordinate with CSS, as needed |
| CSS Corridor Team Meeting December 6 | | | |
| Jan. 24, 2008 | • Finalize broad consultative principles  
• Establish decision-making framework for CE  
  —What decisions need to be made in the PEIS?  
  —What information do we need to make those decisions (coordination with CSS)?  
  —What decisions will require flexibility to respond to future information?  
• Review and update screening criteria and establish priorities | • Final consultative principles  
• Initial agreement on decisions to be included in PEIS  
• Task groups to gather necessary information  
• Task group to draft decision-making process for future decisions  
• Revised screening criteria and draft priorities | • Review outcomes with constituencies and identify participants in task groups  
• Task group meetings in coordination with CSS  
• Federal agency team meeting |
| Feb. 28, 2008 | • Reports from task groups  
• Finalize priorities for recommended alternatives  
• Confirm or adjust timeline as needed | • Final priorities  
• Final timeline | • Task group meetings (February, March, April) |
| CSS Public Workshops | | | |
| April 24, 2008 | • Reports from task groups  
• Review task group draft decision-making framework for future decisions from CSS process  
• Narrow alternatives | • Draft list of alternatives options  
• Draft decision-making framework | • Review alternatives options and decision-making framework with constituencies  
• Task group meetings  
• Federal agency team meeting |
| May | • Final reports from task groups  
• Finalize decision-making framework  
• Test consensus on elements of recommended alternative | • Final decision-making framework  
• Draft recommended alternative | • Review draft recommended alternative with constituencies |
| May | • Finalize consensus recommendations  
• Establish ongoing roles and next steps | • Consensus recommendations | |